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our vision

An abundant world in which we
care for the earth, each other
and future generations, whilst
living within nature’s limits.

our mission
Empower people to design
thriving communities across
Britain, and contribute to
permaculture worldwide.
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Welcome

It’s been an incredible year for the Permaculture Association. The sheer volume
of new collaborations, reports, events, projects and developments in this Annual
Review is testament to the impressive achievements of what a handful of staff and
a network of dedicated and engaged members can do. The breadth and scope of
works undertaken and the relatively few resources available to achieve them goes to
show how much energy and commitment our community has in spreading the ideas
of permaculture to affect real change in the world.
Our bold Vision, Mission & Aims steer our actions through the maze of possibilities
presenting themselves. Urged on by the permaculture movement’s many
progressive members to be a beacon to all those looking for another way, the
Permaculture Association continues to try to be an example of best practice in all it
endeavours. This is by no means an easy thing to do. Yet as you leaf through these
pages you’ll see we’ve given it a pretty good go, and our efforts are far from over.
Even after 30 years this is still just the beginning.
The Association continues to be creative (designing new websites), inventive
(everything about the 12th International Permaculture Convergence), and dynamic
(launching the Permaculture International Research Network – PIRN). At the same
time, being methodical (opening the National Permaculture Library), collaborative
(helping co-found two new Europe-wide organisations) and supportive (continuing to
nurture the LAND, Scottish & Welsh networks), while still paying attention to quality
(updating Design Course core curriculum), ethics (continually updating our Governing
Policies), and looking towards the future (leading on the Next Big Step project).
There can be no doubt however that we all went to our edge in planning the
International Permaculture Conference and Convergence. and a myriad of other
events and projects stacked into that time – including our first ever Crowdfunder
campaign enabling dozens of sponsored delegates to attend IPCUK. From every
perspective IPCUK was a massively successful undertaking, which has skilled up and
emboldened our community no end. We will be reaping its positive legacy for years
to come.
The Board of Trustees are incredibly proud of and thankful to the Chief Executive,
the staff, members, funders and legions of volunteers that have made all this
possible. We have every confidence that permaculture will continue to grow from
strength to strength.
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Our work in numbers

Our work in numbers

1,411

Research

436
members of the
new Permaculture

Demonstration
Network

80 LAND Centres.

44 LAND Learners in England
& Scotland.

40,000

Over
visitors and volunteers to
LAND projects to date.

International Research Network.

Research Digest – over

21,500

Wales

1

visits

Over

1,200

people

70
£35,000

countries at IPC UK.

represented

28

map of international
organisations
created.

Social media
Vibrant conversations on facebook

337 new members.

to support

4

4

New
Certa-accredited
courses.

578

meetings.

certificates sold.

policies updated including.

6
6

Farming

aims reviewed.
major discussion
topics.

Ambassadors
Over

Scotland
projects in the
ScotLAND network.

Education

introduction
and full permaculture
design courses listed.

Governance
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16,700

4

6 accreditations.

72 are Lifetime members.
We gained 13 new Lifetime members.

1 new website and interactive

and flickr, to connect with
a wide audience.

66 Diploma registrations.

in 2014, of which

94

scholars from
countries, mainly in the
global south, to attend.

3,100 followers, plus LinkedIn

32 tutors.

members up

Design courses

Raised

Main page
likes
Growing engagement on Twitter –

apprentices.

and

We gained

International

7,500

1391

415

19 are businesses, 71 are groups or projects

amazing new bilingual
website with lots of
brilliant projects and
courses listed!

E-bulletin
Over
people kept up-to-date
with monthly news, jobs,
events, and courses.

from
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Diploma

Membership

152

attendees at the
Comrie Croft Convergence.
Working group met every

6-8 weeks.

100

Ambassadors

1

website and map of
permaculture farmers and
growers coming soon!

26

blogs
shared
spreading the word about the
benefits of permaculture at

19

events.

Website

123,500
unique visits from

212

countries.

15,500

Over
views of courses listing.
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Improve access to
permaculture

AIM 1

Aim 1: Improve access to permaculture

takes to be an engaging and supportive facilitator. I
personally went away feeling confident in my ability
to face a classroom and be able to handle whatever
came my way!”
Zaibun Nisa

Key work for the year
• Change of chair of the Education Working Group: thanks to Klaudia
van Gool, welcome to Graham Bell as chair. The Education Working
Group developed a proposal for changes to the policy on who can
issue Permaculture Association PDC certificates, based on previous
consultation.
• The European Permaculture Teachers’ Partnership project was finished
and we attended the European Convergence.

Teachers at
a teacher
training event

In April 2015, the Association funded Zaibun to attend Environmental
Education Tools training.

“I applied because I thought it would be a great way to
learn tips and tricks but also to build my confidence
in dealing with a class full of people. Having done the
course now I can definitely say that I achieved that!
The week was split into learning exercises under
permaculture design process headings, with each day
corresponding to Observation, Analysis, Design and
Evaluation. The participatory nature of the exercises
really hit home how learning can best be achieved
by engaging students in an active way and by
encouraging everyone – teachers and students alike –
to constantly learn from each other.
It was a great immersion into the field of
environmental education as well as learning what it

• 18 people benefitted from funding for courses. 12 new teachers were
funded to attend a Permaculture Educators’ Training course in Denmark;
4 new teachers were funded to attend an Environmental Education Tools
course in Spain; 1 teacher was funded to conduct a teaching assignment in
Croatia, to train new teachers from across South East Europe; plus 1 other
teacher was funded to conduct a teaching assignment in Denmark, to
deliver a social permaculture course.
• 2 Association staff members conducted a fact-finding visit to Permakultur
Institut in Germany, sharing best practice which will help both
organisations.
• An outline plan was produced for a project to develop a Masters in
Permaculture Design (with thanks to Tom Henfrey).
• The fourth National Diploma Gathering was held in November. Nearly 70
apprentices and tutors gathered in the Peak District to enjoy a packed
programme of high quality workshops and presentations.
• Five Diploma holders successfully completed their training to become
registered tutors, bringing the total to 32.
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Nurture and grow
permaculture networks

AIM 2

Aim 2: Nurture and grow permaculture networks

Key work for the year
• The LAND network continues to engage many new people to learn
about permaculture through direct experience. Despite a lack of funding,
we have been able to maintain and grow the network with new LAND
Learner projects and 5 LAND Learners becoming Centres.

7

• 287 people attended the National Convergence 2014 at Gilwell Park, Essex
for a weekend of inspiring workshops, regional and national networking,
and planning for the International Permaculture Convergence taking place
the following year.
• Members and non members were signposted to 44 permaculture
courses and 8 regional permaculture events during May in celebration of
International Permaculture Day 2015, and to introduce more people to
the benefits of permaculture.
• A series of blog posts were shared widely to help disseminate advice,
knowledge and successes from existing regional networks. Also, a new
survey was launched to capture best practice for building a successful
regional network, with the aim of developing resources to help new
groups form and thrive.
• People from across Scotland were able to meet and share at the Scottish
Gathering. The Permaculture Scotland working group goes from strength
to strength.

Alison Ensor

“Being a part of the permaculture network has
helped me to develop confidence in my own
permaculture designing ability, gain a diploma,
become a LAND Centre, make friends and start
to offer opportunities for others to start living
more ‘eco-creatively’ themselves. Trying to do
anything entirely on your own is very hard and
often demoralising, finding other people who
inspire you or indeed who you can inspire creates
new enthusiasm and energy to keep going.”
Alison Ensor, Permaculture Association Member and Diploma Holder

• The Welsh Working Group finished their bilingual website and continued
to develop plans for strategic work in Wales and the development of a
LAND style learning network.

the closing circle
at the national
convergence
2014
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Enhance collaboration
within permaculture
and related networks

Aim 3: Enhance collaboration within permaculture and related networks

We fully expect the Association to be there,
developing the next phase as it emerges from the
fertile ground of our partnership work.”
Jeremy Isles, Chief Executive of FCFCG and
Chair of Growing Together partnership

Key work for the year

AIM 3

• Preparation for the 12th International Permaculture Convergence (IPCUK)
ultimately led to over 1200 people from 70 countries working and learning
together.
• 28 international permaculture scholars were able to attend IPCUK, after
we raised over £24,000 through our crowdfunder platform, and £9,000
from other sources.
• The Next Big Step project enabled hundreds of international practitioners
to share their views on the future of permaculture, collated a global
database of strategic organisations and hosted monthly meetings of an
international core team.

Greenmeadow
Community
Farm, Cwmbran

“The Federation of City Farms and Community
Gardens believes in partnerships – we network and
support hundreds of community growing groups
across the UK. The Permaculture Association has
been one of our longest running partners. When
we brought partners together in 2002 to develop
the Local Food Programme, the Association were
amongst the first to join.
Evolving to meet new needs, we instigated Growing
Together in 2012 – once again the Association signed
up and have been key to its successful development.
Growing Together is now up and running and
delivering impressive results in its pilot phase.

• Association staff attended the inaugural Ecolise General Assembly,
a European wide network that is supporting collaboration between
permaculture, transition and eco-village networks.
• The Association supported the development of Growing Together, which
will support both local and national collaboration on community growing
and social entrepreneurship.
• Members attended the Oxford Real Farming Conference, hosting
two sessions – one in collaboration with Coventry University. We also
supported members to have a presence at events across the country.
• The Association has supported many hundreds of local, national and
international collaborations through our website information, public
enquiry service and detailed responses to practitioners in over 30
countries.
• The Landworkers Alliance, Himalayan Permaculture Group, OrganicLea
and GREAN Palestine were able to access funds with our support.
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Aim 4: Increase knowledge of the benefits of permaculture in society

10 Increase knowledge of the
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benefits of permaculture
within society

Left:
IPCUK 2015
sponsorship
brochure.

AIM 4
Michael
Hutchinson

“I’ve found that being a member of the Permaculture
Association brings numerous benefits. There’s a lot of
information and examples of great practice available;
getting regular emails about research, for example,
helps me keep abreast of developments.
As well as membership, there are also real
advantages in getting involved more. I’ve been an
Ambassador for over a year now and this has put me
directly in contact with other permaculturists, who
I perhaps wouldn’t have met. For me, being in the
Association is rather like being in a relationship – the
more you put in, the more you get out.”
Michael Hutchinson

Right: the new
Knowledge
Base website

Key work for the year
• New websites including Knowledge Base make the Association’s work and
the benefits of permaculture more accessible. The redesigned Knowledge
Base launched in October 2014; it is being developed by members to
increase the effectiveness of this collective resource, which gives details
of ethics, principles, practical solutions, and design tools.
• Permaculture Ambassadors continue to share insights through the online
blog, which had over 3000 reads this past year. A total of 19 events across
the UK were organised or attended by our Permaculture Ambassadors
who explained the benefits of permaculture to local attendees, informing
new audiences and making good connections.
• For the 12th International Permaculture Convergence (IPCUK) 23 business
sponsors and partners were secured and many more conversations had
with other businesses and organisations. This strengthens our connection
within different areas of society.
• Preparing the IPCUK programmes and promoting the events created
good connections with many practitioners and researchers from Britain
and worldwide.
• Collaborating as a key partner, a publicity campaign for International
Permaculture Day included a special, online issue of Permaculture Works.
There was also social media publicity, and endorsements from many highprofile supporters including Satish Kumar and Charles Eisenstein.
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12 Develop permaculture
theory and practice

“Barry Jones and I had a
conversation over dinner at the
2014 National Diploma Gathering.
We decided on a joint research
project exploring motivations for,
and barriers to, starting the diploma.
We will write a report which can be
used to further the aims of the diploma,
and we each have a valuable design for our diploma
portfolio. A win for everyone!”

AIM 5

Jenni Brooks, Diploma Apprentice

Key work for the year
• Recruited over 180 potential International Permaculture Conference
speakers from 30 countries, for the biggest permaculture research event
ever held. 109 speakers were selected through a peer review process and
grouped into themed sessions and workshops. Subjects ranged from
community building to soil and much more in between.
• Published The Permaculture Soil Tests and The Permaculture Soil Guide
online, freely available to everyone in the worldwide permaculture
community.
• Conducted an in-depth online survey of over 160 temperate forest gardens
and began to analyse the results in detail, for publication early in 2016.
• Continued to build the Permaculture International Research Network,
including launching a facebook page and sending PIRN’s first e-bulletin. By
the end of the year, PIRN had over 400 members in 50 countries, and was
ready to launch at the IPC Conference. This work was generously funded
by Lush Cosmetics.

Aims 5: Develop permaculture theory and practice

• We completed and published a soy bean member trial to see if it is
possible to grow them on a small scale in the UK. 25 members took part
in the trial, located from Cornwall to Scotland, but only one of them
managed to grow a decent harvest of beans!
• We attended the first Agro-Ecology Symposium at the UN Food and
Agriculture Organisation in Rome, with over 300 leading agro-ecologists
from around the world. The meeting affirmed the strong connections
between permaculture and the wider agro-ecology movement.

Aim Six: Build an effective
and sustainable organisation
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AIM 6

This is a new aim for the Permaculture Association. In some
ways it is just a formal recognition of our approach, but now
it is transparent and will be assessed regularly to ensure we are
on track. We are currently reviewing our work to ensure that it delivers
on the specific outcomes set out below. We will report fully in next
year’s annual review.
1. Leadership is nurtured and supported in every part of the
organisation.
2. Members, beneficiaries and customers are served, valued and
engaged through a strong focus on understanding the network and
their needs.
3. Strategy and planning processes are participatory and ongoing.
4. People are valued and nurtured and able to contribute to the
Association’s work in many ways.
5. Our processes are well designed and managed and subject to
ongoing improvement and innovation.
6. We focus on learning and manage our information and knowledge
effectively.
7. We know when, why and how we are successful and the
organisation can be sustained well into the future.
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14 Financial information
Income • £315,134

Income has increased across most categories compared to last year and is
significantly higher than expected, mainly due to grants received. It is also
worth noting that this income figure includes a UK convergence, but only a
very small amount of IPC income.

Expenditure • £315,387

Expenditure is higher than last year as we started spending grant money
received and putting staff time into organising the IPC, which is easier to
explore on the balance sheet below. There was a big increase in travel costs
in the year, which was due to the nature of the European wide grant funded
project run during the year.

Deficit • £253

Although the actual figure is very small, it includes two items working in
opposite directions. There is grant income received that will be spent in the
next years and IPC expenditure for which income will be received next year.

Balance Sheet • £182,977

The bottom line on the balance sheet has remained very constant compared
to last year. However, debtor and credtor figures have increased, deferring
IPC income and venue deposits until next year.
The reduction in unrestricted funds is due to the IPC expenditure ahead of
the event and the increase in restricted funds is due to grants received that
will be spent in the coming year.

Financial information

Balance Sheet
Current assets
Creditors
Unrestricted funds
Restricted funds

£
351,122
-168,145
182,977
112,983
69,994
182,977

Analysis of income
Grants
Donations
Events
Diploma
Membership
Sales, fees, other

Analysis of Expenditure
Salaries (incl Diploma)
Grants made
Events & training

Conclusion

This year’s figures represent a very positive position for the Association, just
before the IPC which means we are well prepared, whilst also maintaining
and growing our other activities.

Admin, equipment, goods
Travel
Premises
Governance, banking, legal
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16 Looking ahead
Our three big challenges for the next year:
1. Nurture the connections and plans made at IPCUK. IPCUK was a
great success and we engaged with many new researchers, NGOs, media,
businesses, practitioners, international permaculture networks and more.
We will nurture these links and initiatives over the coming year.
2. Develop our entrepreneurial side to increase earned income and
our level of self-reliance. Find out about enterprise in the network and
support more of it.
3. Secure funds to support communities to learn about and use
permaculture. Work with members to develop collaborative proposals.
Over the next 3–4 years we want to:

Research

Education

Continue to develop and disseminate a
permaculture evidence base.

Ensure disadvantaged groups can more
easily access permaculture.

Grow the Permaculture International
Research Network.

Develop a range of post Design Course /
Diploma level modules.

Support member led trials and promote
the research handbook.

Nurture the network of permaculture
educators.

Practice

Create a Welsh projects network and
nurture the LAND network in England &
Scotland.
Widen the focus to include all active
practitioners and projects.
Support more local learning, skill sharing
and network building.

Membership

Increase membership levels & donations.
Explore new approaches to member
participation & involvement.

How to contribute
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Connect with your local permaculture network

There are vibrant groups and networks with amazing events and people across Britain.
Get in touch to find out who is in your area.

Give someone membership

A great gift for someone you know or love. If all of members introduced just one new
person we could strengthen our network and raise permaculture awareness significantly!

Run a stall at a local event or host a regional convergence

We can provide you with the leaflets, books and encouragement to have an inspiring
presence at local event. Why not plan a local convergence? We can support you.

Do a Permaculture Design Course, register for the Diploma

This life changing course is a great way to develop/nurture your own interest and skills
in permaculture. The Diploma is the next step and will benefit you and the wider network.

Become a Permaculture Ambassador

Spread the word, be creative, learn valuable skills whilst being supported by the
Association and part of an ambassador’s network.

Information

Increase our public profile and
communications.
Improve online networking.

Develop the knowledge base to be
interactive and comprehensive.
Run more public events and conferences.

Leave a legacy, give as you live, payroll giving

Consider how you can make an extra contribution to support our work, and look out for
the new crowd-funding platform in 2015.

Join a working group, volunteer at the office, give us your views

The Scotland, Wales, Farming, Diploma, Education, LAND, Membership, Knowledge,
Research working groups and Board of Trustees would be delighted to hear from you.

And

Contribute to international
permaculture through the
Next Big Step project

Support a developing permaculture project

£150 pays for one of our expert permaculture tutors to provide an intensive
support tutorial for an emerging project.

Thanks!
To you and the thousands of other people in the network who have
worked together to develop permaculture over the last year.
To our funders – Lush Cosmetics, the School for Social
Entrepreneurs, EU Erasmus and Leonardo Programmes, Plants for
a Future, 273 Crowdfunder supporters, and the anonymous donor
that helped to fund the Next Big Step project.
To our many volunteers and interns – over 200 people have
helped over the year – the Board of Trustees, members of the 13
IPCUK working groups, Education, Diploma, Farming, Research,
Knowledge, Scotland and Welsh working groups, and our regular
office volunteers.
To our wonderful staff team and their families, our regular
contractors, enCircle for web support, dg3 design, and the
Hollybush Conservation Centre in Leeds.
To the many LAND Centres and LAND Learners who provide a
brilliant way of engaging thousands of people.
To the teachers and Diploma tutors who inspire and inform many
hundreds of students.
To Permanent Publications for their ongoing support as media
partner and IPC sponsor.
And finally, to all the members that continue to support the
Association in so many ways.

www.permaculture.org.uk

